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OVERVIEW

Our goal was to drive leads and

registrations for the 2019 Innovation 2

Company Startup Challenge using a

strategic combination of Facebook

and Linkedin advertising channels.



SOCIAL MEDIA CHANNELS

L I N K E D I NF A C E B O O K

Facebook was used instrumentally
for interest-based audience as

well as a retargeting funnel based
on those who engaged with the

Facebook page, the ads, and
visited the site.

Linkedin was primarily focused
on specific targeting based on
Job Title roles, seniority, skills,

and groups each user was a
member of or associated with.



NUMBERS AT A GLANCE

F A C E B O O K

L I N K E D I N

T O T A L  S P E N D

10 total Facebook campaigns, 22 ad
sets, 64 unique advertisements

6 total campaign groups, 13
campaigns, 28 unique advertisements

Linkedin - €1,339.06
Facebook: €2,783.51
Total: €4,122.57



FACEBOOK BREAKDOWN

Total impressions: 739,214
Cost per 1,000 reached: €3.77
Clicks (all): 9,174
Clicks to website: 4,484
Cost per link click: € 0.62
Total video plays: 70,225
Video Plays to Completion: 1,386
Website registrations: 42

Our strategy and implementation: For the 64 ads,
our strategy was to use a combination of original
videos, graphics, and copywriting, to target qualified
applicants and convince them to apply to the
challenge. For this, we implemented a Brand
Awareness --> Traffic --> Retargeting approach,
followed by a Final Call push in the last 10 days that
targeted anyone who had engaged in any way with the
website or Facebook page in the last 30 days. 
 
To truly encourage Message Matching, 5 unique
campaigns were created for each Corporation
challenge, targeting people by specific job skills and
interests + image + copy with the unique benefits of
being partnering with that company.



FUNNEL AT A GLANCE

The progression of our funnel is Content View --> Lead Form --> Registration Video
Page. We can see that there was a 1.92% funnel conversion rate which is a little lower
than the average 2.35% across all industries. The average time it took from initial page
visit to landing on the video upload page was 1 week and 2 days. The average amount
a lead visited the website is 3 times. 



 
VIEW CONTENT: 3,725
COMPLETE REGISTRATION: 251
LEAD: 145
VIDEO UPLOAD PAGE (LAST 30 DAYS DATA): 73

FACEBOOK BREAKDOWN BY PIXEL EVENTS



AUDIENCE INSIGHTS



MOST POPULAR ADS

Most clicks: 1,475 Highest Click 
Through Rate: 5.52%

Most website registrations: 12



LINKEDIN BREAKDOWN

Spend: €1,339.06
mpressions: 41,636
Clicks to website: 200
Total engagement: 485
Cost per 1,000 reach: €32.16
Conversion rate (conversions divided by clicks): 26.15%

Our strategy and implementation: For the 28 original ads we created, we divided into 6
campaign groups testing and segmenting multiple targeting and message options.
Examples include: Targeting by member groups, Job Titles, Gender (Women in Business).
We also posted organically to the I2C page and promoted those posts to the timeline for an
authentic feel and boost brand awareness.
 



MOST POPULAR ADS

Most clicks: 44 Highest Click 
Through Rate: 1.52%

Highest engagement rate: 2.39%



OUR OBSTACLES

Our goal was to drive quality traffic to the website and landing page and 
we believe we delivered, however in the future, we may recommend chan
ges to the functionality of the website as far as user behavior and find
various prize incentive call-outs than the monetary funding.
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Expensive

action rates on

Linkedin versus

Facebook


